Why Digital Signage?
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BOOST REVENUE
Dynamic digital signage is proven to lift sales. Encourage impulse
buying, increase basket size, prolong dwell times, generate new
conversations, and encourage repeat visits. Influence buyer behaviour
where it matters most!
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ENHANCE THE PROFESSIONAL ENVIRONMENT
Studies show that on-premise digital signage leaves a positive, lasting
impression on visitors. Whether it's used for wayfinding, customer
service messaging, or simply entertainment, dynamic digital signage
is becoming a hallmark of progressive businesses.

MORE REASONS
•

Align your sales & marketing efforts. Marketing efforts are
wasted when they miss their target audience or rudely
interrupt the customer. Point-of-sale digital signage is
strategically placed and perfectly aligned to serve customers
where and when it really matters.

•

Foster closer ties with your industry partners. Whether
you're a merchant, retail network, brand marketer or valueadded partner, a digital signage network can create a
multitude of opportunities to build trust and collaborate across
the value-chain.

•

Reduce perceived wait times. Engage your visitors and
they'll be more patient and receptive to your team and your
message.

•

•

Employee compliance and support. Digital signage helps
to ensure that everyone on your team is on the same page. A
digital sign is like a silent salesman that never sleeps.
Unlike your employees, a well designed digital sign never
has a bad day.

Monetization. A network of strategically placed digital signs
can form a very powerful marketing channel. Those who
control that channel, if they wish, can decide to sell
advertising spots and turn the project into a lucrative profit
center.

•

Save on print costs with earth-friendly & hygienic
technology. Digital signs are excellent substitutes for print
materials such as printed displays, magazines and brochures.
Ditch the costly, germ collecting, landfill bound paper in
favour of a smarter, greener solution.

IT DOESN'T HAVE TO BE COMPLICATED

Create your
custom playlist

Publish and manage
your content online

Plug device into
HDMI TV
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Content shows up
on your TV screens

